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Abstract—Cooperative transmission among wireless network
nodes can be exploited to resolve collisions and thereby enhance
the network throughput. Incorporation of multi-beam adaptive
array (MBAA) at a base station/access point (destination) receiver
has been shown to improve the network performance. In this
paper, we propose an efficient cooperative wireless medium access
scheme that exploits novel relay selection methods in a network
equipped with MBAA at the destination receiver. Unlike existing
techniques that require the estimation of angles-of-arrival (AoAs),
the proposed scheme uses the spatial correlation among users for
simpler but more effective collision detection and resolution. We
present two useful relay selection methods based on channel gain
and spatial correlation. It is shown that the joint use of an effective
relay selection method and an MBAA in a wireless network can
significantly improve the uplink throughput. The throughput of
the proposed scheme and its upper bound are analytically derived.
Numerical and simulation results have demonstrated significant
performance enhancement achieved by the proposed cooperative
wireless medium access scheme.
Index Terms—Cooperative network, collision resolution, multibeam adaptive array, relay selection, throughput analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE increasing demands for the delivery of multimedia
contents over various wireless networks, such as cellular
or wireless local area networks (WLANs), have motivated the
development of new technologies that support higher network
throughput. One of the trends is the use of flexible random access of the media resource, rather than traditional fixed channel
allocations, to take advantage of the bursty nature of most multimedia sources [1]. Early random access protocols, such as
ALOHA and slotted-ALOHA, offer a straightforward implementation but suffer from a severe throughput penalty and underutilization of the channel resources as the result of packet
collision. Collision resolution mechanisms that retrieve collided
packets are attractive to improve network throughput because
of the effective utilization of these collided packets otherwise
would be discarded (e.g., [2]–[4]).
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The investigation of collision resolution has been performed
from both medium access control (MAC) as well as physical
(PHY) layer perspectives. Earlier work assumes a single antenna at a base station or access point (destination) receiver,
whereas the recent trend is to equip the destination receiver
with multiple antennas so as to achieve spatial diversity. In [5],
a single receive antenna scheme, referred to as network-assisted
time diversity multiple access (NDMA), was proposed. Unlike
traditional random access protocols which discard collided
packets, the NDMA stores collided packets in memory and
later combines them with retransmissions initiated during the
following time slots. When the channel states change over
different time slots such that the mixtures received at the receiver can be considered linearly independent, multiple sets of
data mixtures can be stacked to form a model that resembles a
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system. Accordingly,
the original data packets can be retrieved, provided that the
equivalent MIMO channel matrix is full-column rank and can
be estimated. To relax the assumption of fast time-varying
channel, a modification was developed in [6], where channel
coefficients are changed by additional weights in each retransmission. Nevertheless, this approach remains inefficient when
the channels experience deep bursty fading.
The ALLow Improved Access in the Network via Cooperation and Energy Savings (ALLIANCES) scheme, developed in
[7] and [8], achieves cooperative diversity in spatial and temporal domains and, as a result, it properly functions even in a
slowly time-varying channel environment. In this scheme, collided packets are buffered and at least one cooperative transmission epoch (CTE) is triggered once collisions occur. In each
CTE slot sequential to the collision slot, only one relay node,
which can be either a source node or a nonsource node, is selected in turn to transmit. A source node retransmits the packet
it already transmitted in the collision slot, whereas a nonsource
node amplifies and forwards the mixed data packets it received
in the collision slot. Similar to the NDMA, the ALLIANCES
protocol also forms an equivalent MIMO problem to retrieve the
original packets. This scheme maintains the benefits of slottedALOHA in the sense that all nodes share access to media resources. It is worth noting that a proper selection of the relay
nodes, e.g., based on the location information of each node, can
further improve the performance [8].
The ALLIANCES was then extended to exploit multi-beam
adaptive arrays (MBAAs) so as to further improve throughput
[9], [10]. An MBAA may separate multiple concurrent data
packets without collision. Therefore, when an MBAA is used at
the destination receiver, the arrival of data packets from multiple
source nodes does not necessarily yield collision. CTE slots are
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triggered only when collision is considered to happen. In such an
event, a reduced number of CTE slots suffices for the destination
receiver to collect sufficient number of independent equations to
retrieve the original data packets. In the ALLIANCES protocol
that exploits MBAA [9], the detection of collision is based on
the angular separation of the signal arrivals, and only the beams
individually containing a single user are used in packet recovery.
As is well known, with the use of an -element array, the evaluation of angular separation based on angle-of-arrival (AoA) estimation methods (e.g., MUSIC [11] or ESPRIT [12]) can only
, instead of , users, yielding inefficient
resolve at most
relay node utilization.
The objective of this paper is to enhance the network
throughput by exploiting an efficient cooperative wireless
medium access scheme to be utilized at a destination receiver
equipped with an MBAA [10], and to provide throughput with
an analytical framework. Two effective relay selection methods
are proposed to further improve the throughput performance.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. First, different from the existing techniques [7]–[9], we
utilize all the information collected both in the collision slot
and CTE slot(s) to jointly retrieve data packets at the final
CTE slot. The cooperative diversity can thus be fully achieved.
Second, the detection of the occurrence of packet collisions in
a beam is eliminated. As such, the necessity of AoA estimation
is removed. The maximum possible number of independent
equations to be formed at each time slot is increased up to
instead of
that was achieved in [9]. Third, we use the
generalized spatial signature vector, which can be derived from
channel estimation, to describe the spatial characteristics of the
signal from a node. Thus, the proposed scheme can provide a
more accurate description of the channel states in a multipath
propagation environment compared to the schemes based on
the estimation of AoA information. Fourth, the proposed relay
selection methods make better use of the channel coefficients at
the destination receiver to properly select the relay nodes. The
first proposed relay selection method selects relay nodes based
on the channel coefficient magnitude, whereas the other method
further enforces low spatial correlation between the selected
channels. The two methods improve the probability of having
high channel gains and reduce the dependence among channels
so as to ensure that the channel matrix reaches full column-rank
with the smallest number of time slots. As a result, the number of
CTE slots can be significantly reduced and the uplink throughput
is subsequently improved. Furthermore, we provide analytical
evaluation and the upper bound of the throughput performance. It
is shown through analytical and simulation results that a typical
throughput enhancement of about 25% to 50% can be achieved
in a network with moderate to high traffic load. The throughput
improvement is further enhanced when the proposed relay
selection methods are utilized in a network of large size.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the network assumptions. In Section III, the enhanced cooperative medium access protocol with MBAA is described and
mathematically formulated. Two relay selection methods are
presented in Section IV. The throughput performance is analytically studied in Section V. Simulation results are provided
in Section VI. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.
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II. NETWORK ASSUMPTIONS
For the underlying network system, we make the following
assumptions similar to those introduced in [7].
1) Consider a slotted multiple access network system, where
all the nodes are synchronized to the destination receiver.
Both the link delay and decoding delay at the destination
receiver are ignored.
2) All nodes operate in a half-duplex mode (either transmit
or receive at a time) and use the same carrier frequency
channel. A node not in the transmit state stays in the receive
state, and thus it can receive packets from other nodes.
3) Each node can hear the messages from the destination
receiver on a downlink control channel and is thus informed, at each time slot, whether it should transmit a
source packet, forward a cooperative packet, or stay in a
receive status.
4) The destination receiver is equipped with an -element
adaptive array whereas only one antenna is equipped at
each node.
5) A unique user ID is inserted at the beginning of each uplink
source data packet. The length of the data packet is the
same as that of one time slot.
6) Channel coefficients remain constant within a time slot
such that array processing at the destination receiver is
feasible. Consider that channels are slowly time-varying
or quasi-static during cooperative transmission. Thus,
channel coefficients at the collision slot can be applicable
to the subsequent CTE slots.
The emphasis of this paper is on the uplink throughput
enhancement by using the efficient cooperative access scheme.
The throughput is thus defined as the expected value of the
number of source nodes from which packets are successfully
received in a time slot [5]–[10], [13]–[17]. For example, if
the successful reception of data packets transmitted from
source nodes requires a mean number of
time
denotes the expectation operator, the
slots, where
throughput corresponding to -user scenario is then expressed
. The reason of using the uplink throughput
as
rather than uplink capacity as the performance measure is
that it is often infeasible to achieve uplink capacity by merely
adjusting data rates of source or cooperative nodes in the
underlying network. Moreover, a relay node does not have the
flexibility to change the data rate of relay, because the data rate
is determined by the upstream from the source nodes and a
cooperative node does not decode the packets it forwards.
III. COOPERATIVE MEDIUM ACCESS PROTOCOL
A. General Description
It is assumed that in each CTE time slot, one or several nodes
can act as relays to cooperate the packet transmission via the
wireless channels. Due to the application of MBAA at the destination receiver, the spatial dimensionality of channels can be effectively utilized for the provision of robust and high throughput
wireless links. Suppose that the destination receiver is able to
nodes without colliconcurrently receive signals from up to
sion. Packet collision occurs and CTE slots are initialized only
when the channel matrix is rank deficient, which happens either
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when the number of active users exceeds the receiver capacity
or when the channels are highly correlated. That is, a CTE slot
may not be required if the number of simultaneous users satisfies
, whereas the packets collide and at least one CTE
. Note that the value of can be esslot is needed when
timated using active user detection techniques [5], [7], and [9].
relay nodes are selected to simultaAt each CTE slot,
neously transmit. A relay node can be either a source node or a
cooperative (nonsource) node. When a source node is selected,
it retransmits its own packet previously transmitted at the collision slot. When a nonsource node is selected, it amplifies and
forwards the signal mixture it received during the collision slot.
In either case, due to the use of array signal processing techniques, the cooperative transmission at each CTE slot can conindependent equations which are to
tribute up to
be stacked to resolve the collided packets in a faster and better
fashion.
B. Signal Model
Consider that active source users transmit their respective
data packets at the th time slot (namely, non-CTE slot or collision slot). Depending on the channel states and the number
, the
data packets may collide and thus
of active users
cannot be retrieved based on the data received at the th time
slot alone. Let
denote the set of active
be that of the
source nodes,
nonsource nodes, and
contain the
MBAA antennas at the destination receiver. Assume that the
packet sent by the th node consists of
symbols
, where
. The received
signal at an MBAA antenna or a nonsource node is then given
row vector
by the
(1)
where
denotes an antenna at the destination receiver or a nonsource relay node (referred to as the th sensor
hereafter),
is the channel coefficient from the th source
is the additive white
node to the th sensor, and
Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with zero mean and variance
. The channel coefficients from the nodes to the destination
receiver are assumed to be slowly time-varying normalized independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian
variables with zero mean and unit variance. The channel coefficients among the nodes are assumed to be quasi-static and realized from i.i.d. complex Gaussian variables with zero mean and
unit variance. Note that these assumptions are not necessary to
the proposed scheme, but will facilitate the performance analysis and simulations. For convenience, the signal received by
the MBAA at the th slot can be written in form of the
matrix

(2)
where

is given in (1), the channel matrix
with

is the noise
denotes the transpose of a matrix or a vector.
matrix, and
Each channel coefficient can be estimated, for example, through
the orthogonal ID sequence that is attached to the beginning
linear equations are
of the packet [5], [7]. Consequently,
constructed.
C. Existing Data Retrieving Technique
There are different ways for a cooperative scheme to retrieve
each collided packet. The decoding method used in [9] is to
decode packets at both the non-CTE slot and the final CTE
time slot in two steps. At the non-CTE slot, the AoAs of active users are first estimated via the ESPRIT algorithm and the
existence of packet collision is identified. The packets free of
beam overlapping are then retrieved with beamforming method.
In the event that some active users have close AoAs, the corresponding packets are considered to be collided. Subsequently,
the CTE procedure is initiated to resolve the remaining collided
relay nodes are sepackets. At each CTE slot,
lected in turn for cooperative transmission. The CTE continues
until enough independent equations are gathered to resolve the
collided packets. Only the packets free of collision are used for
collision resolution, whereas others are discarded.
The performance of the above data retrieving technique may
be impeded for several reasons. The collision detection based
on AoA information is generally not effective because angle
separation is not always a good measure to identify the spatial
dependence between two nodes. For example, two well-separated nodes may have high spatial dependence if one is close
to the direction of the other’s grating lobe. On the other hand,
when multipath propagation occurs, channels cannot be precisely described solely by the AoAs. Compared to AoA-based
approaches, spatial signature-based collision detection is considered more reliable. In addition, collision resolution based
only on the packets free of collision is inefficient, as the collided
packets with close but different spatial signatures can contribute
to collision resolution as well. Consequently, joint packet retrieving performed only at the final CTE slot using all the available received data is more effective than proceeding with two
separate steps. This is discussed below.
D. Proposed Data Retrieving Technique
In the proposed technique, packet collision is not explicitly
detected at each time slot. The destination receiver only identifies whether the (stacked) channel matrix is full-column rank.
The receiver does not retrieve packets if the channel matrix is
column rank-deficient. When the channel matrix
is fullcolumn rank, the array system at the destination receiver is able
to resolve the data packets, and thus a CTE slot is not triggered.
On the other hand, when this condition does not hold, e.g., in
becomes column rank-deficient and thus
case
packets cannot be resolved at this time slot. The CTE
the
procedure is subsequently initiated so as to resolve all collided
CTE
packets via cooperative transmission. If there are
slots following the th time slot so that the data packets can
be retrieved, the total number of time slots are thus required
data packets. Once the stacked
to cooperatively deliver the
channel matrix becomes full-column rank, the CTE procedure
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is terminated, and all the collided packets are jointly retrieved at
the end of the final CTE slot. Regardless whether packets collide or not collide at each time slot, all the received data packets
are used in the recovery of data. In the following, the proposed
packet retrieving method is described in detail.
th CTE slot),
Assume that at the th time slot (i.e., the
, there are nonsource relay nodes
where
that are selected to forward the packets that they individually
source
received at the th time slot, and there are
nodes retransmitting their own packets. The signal received by
the MBAA in this time slot can also be written in form of an
matrix

is the combined noise matrix, consisting
observed at the receiver array
of both the noise
and the relay noise. The latter is the AWGN
observed at the nonsource relay nodes and then delivered to the destination receiver via the fading propagation channel after scaling and amplifications at the nonas well as in
source relay nodes. All elements in
, are assumed to be of zero mean and
variance .
Following the procedure described above, the stacked signal
received at the destination receiver during the th time slot and
the subsequent
CTE time slots can be expressed as
•

(8)
(3)
where
where
(4)

(5)

(9)

..
.

(11)

(6)
The parameters in the above equations are described below.
•
is the channel matrix denoting the uplink
channel coefficients from the source relay nodes to the
th CTE time slot.
destination receiver at the
is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal
•
entries corresponding to the selected source relay nodes
are 1’s and others are 0’s.
is the combined channel matrix con•
, represisting of both the channels
senting channel coefficients from all source nodes to
each of the nonsource relay nodes, and the channels
, denoting channel coefficients from
each nonsource relay node to the destination receiver,
.
is the channel
•
matrix denoting the uplink channel coefficients from all
nonsource relay nodes to the destination. Note that
is a subset of
.
is the channel
•
matrix representing the channel coefficients from all
source relay nodes to the nonsource relay nodes.
is a diagonal matrix whose entries corre•
sponding to the selected nonsource relay nodes are relay
and others are 0’s. The scaling factor
scaling factors
at the th relay node is defined as
(7)
where

is the average power of transmitted symbols.

(10)

It is worth noting that the destination receiver is not required
and
for
to separately estimate channels
, contained in (10) and respectively given in
(4) and (5). The estimation of their combination suffices for the
purpose of packet retrieving. Once the stacked channel matrix
reaches full-column rank, the CTE procedure is terminated, and
all the data packets originated from the users can be retrieved
through a proper multi-user detection technique. Optimally, the
collided packets are decoded using a maximum-likelihood (ML)
decoder, which minimizes the following Frobenius norm with
under the set space of all possible transmitted
respect to
symbols, i.e.,
(12)
The ML approach can fully exploit the cooperative diversity
provided by the system and achieve optimal performance at the
expense of high decoding complexity. Several suboptimal decoding approaches with lower computation cost are also available. For example, the zero-forcing (ZF) linear decoder can be
utilized and the retrieved data packets are expressed as
(13)
is the pseudo-inverse of .
where
As discussed above, in contrast to the decoding approach used
in [9], the proposed method above can efficiently retrieve the
collided packets and thus reduce the total number of required
time slots. As a consequence, the throughput can be significantly
enhanced.
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IV. RELAY SELECTION METHODS
In the cooperative medium access scheme proposed in the
relay nodes are selected to forward or
previous section,
retransmit at each CTE slot, providing
additional linear
equations. Since each node may experience different fading
and propagation attenuation, an elaborate relay node selection
method can further improve the throughput, as an improved
relay selection method yields full-rank channel matrix with
a smaller number of CTE slots through proper configuration
in (4) and
in (5). In this section, we consider
of
all nodes are distributed in a similar environment and closely
spaced, and two relay selection methods are proposed [10]. In
the following, we first consider the channel estimation which is
essential to efficient selections of relay nodes.
A. Channel Estimation
As discussed in Section III, there are two kinds of channels:
one is the uplink channel
from source nodes to the destination receiver, the other is the channel
in between nodes.
is the combined version
Note that, as given in (5), channel
of the two kinds of channels. To estimate these channels, additional overhead could be imposed on the content of a data
packet, for example, by inserting an orthogonal ID sequence into
the packet. Thus, channel coefficients can be estimated by performing a simple correlation operation at the receiver [5], [7].
Meanwhile, the detection of active users at the non-CTE slot
can still be achieved using a similar operation. Therefore, the
advantage of inserting an orthogonal ID sequence is to accomplish both accurate channel estimation and active user detection
at the same time. Slowly time-varying channels are assumed,
i.e., channel coefficients obtained at the non-CTE time slot remain unchanged at the subsequent CTE slots. Therefore, the additional burden for channel estimation is acceptable considering
the advantages achieved from the application of the proposed
cooperative access scheme, particularly when the length of data
packets is relatively long.
B. Relay Selection Based on Channel Gain
It is observed in (6) that each packet received at the destination receiver may contain two kinds of noise, i.e., AWGN and
relay noise originated from nonsource relay nodes. From (3),
the received signal at the destination receiver can be strengthened by exploiting high-gain channels
and
. According
, whereas the
to (6), the relay noise is proportional to
is not impacted by the channel gain. When all these
AWGN
channels are available, we can select the nodes with the highest
channel gain so as to make the system robust and immuned to
both sources of noise. However, the estimation of channel coeffrom the source nodes to nonsource relay nodes
ficients
is impractical as the relay nodes usually cannot afford such capability. Instead, we consider the node selection based only on
and
) from node
the uplink channel coefficients (
to the destination receiver, denoted as
. As the consequence, the AWGN
is
mitigated and uplink throughput can be enhanced. To this end,
we provide the following relay selection algorithm.

Before starting the first CTE slot, a list of relay nodes is
formed by sorting the uplink channels in the descend order of
their gain values as
(14)
where the condition
fied. The
relay nodes at the th slot
and the relay node list
is
from

is satisare then taken

(15)
denotes the modulus after division.
where function
With the use of relay selection above, the channel matrix
given in (9) can reach full-column rank in a faster manner.
C. Relay Selection Based on Channel Gain and Spatial
Correlation
An alternative and more effective approach is to utilize both
channel gain and spatial correlation of the packet signals for
the selection of relay nodes. The beams formed by the MBAA
can be optimized for the reception of a packet originated from a
node. The interference from other nodes depends on the closeness of their spatial signatures, described using the spatial correlation function. When the channel coefficients corresponding
and
, respectively, their
to nodes and are denoted as
spatial correlation coefficient is defined as
(16)
A low magnitude of the spatial correlation coefficient between two signals implies low interference and thus improves
the output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) [16],
relay nodes with low spatial correla[18]. The selection of
tion therein in each CTE slot decreases the likelihood of packet
collisions in the spatial dimension, and thus the number of CTE
slots required for collision resolution can be reduced. As mentioned earlier, high-gain channels can mitigate AWGN at the receiver. Consequently, a more effective approach for relay selection is to jointly consider the channel gain as well as the spatial
correlation.
as the threshold of spatial correlation coefficient,
Denote
i.e., the maximum correlation coefficient magnitude between
two channels to be considered of low correlation. To construct
at the th slot under the
the relay node list
consideration of both channel gain and spatial correlation, we
develop the algorithm for the generation of relay nodes, and the
flowchart is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the set consists of already selected relay nodes in all elapsed CTE slots, denotes
takes the set difthe empty set, and the function
. Moreover, some comments are given below.
ference:
C1) If collision occurs at the th slot and the CTE procedure
is initiated, the destination receiver first estimates the
and
uplink channel coefficients
given in (14).
then forms the relay list
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generated to the selection method based on high gain channels
takes a high value (i.e.,
). ii) It is assumed that
as
each node in the network can act as a relay. In the event of a
nonfully connected network, a candidate relay set consisting of
only the nodes that are able to relay at the CTE slots can be
generated, and the updated version of this algorithm can be obtained in a straightforward way. iii) Because the stop criterion
for the equation collection during the CTE is the full-column
rank of the channel matrix, the full-column rank condition for
the stacked channel matrix is another important factor. A loose
condition seems to reduce the number of CTE slots and thus to
amplify the throughput, but it may result in more decoding errors and thereby degenerate the throughput. On the other hand,
a strict condition may lead to the collection of redundant equations and prolonged duration of the CTE and thus it also decreases the throughput. Therefore, the condition of determining
the full-column rank must be well selected. This is to be further
discussed in the next section.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the throughput performance of the
cooperative wireless medium access scheme in forms of upper
bound and accurate evaluation [29].
A. Generic Results

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the algorithm for the generation of relay nodes under the
consideration of both channel gain and spatial correlation.

C2) Parameter equals the number of already selected relay
nodes at the current CTE slot, and is the location
pointer toward the candidate of relay nodes under consideration.
C3) By default, a new relay node is selected only if its spatial correlation with all preselected relay nodes is lower
than . If such a relay does not exist, the node with
the highest channel gain is selected from the unselected
nodes to fill up the deficiency. In the case of nonexistence of such a node (i.e., every qualified node is already selected to act as relay), the node with the highest
is reset and rechannel gain is selected, and the set
filled with the already selected nodes in the current CTE
slot.
relay nodes are selected, the destination reC4) When
given in
ceiver updates the stacked channel matrix
(9). The CTE procedure is terminated if
becomes
full-column rank, otherwise another CTE slot is proceeded.
Remarks: i) The algorithm performance is sensitive to the
preset value of . The relay selection method is gradually de-

Without loss of generality, the uplink throughput , as mentioned in Section II, is defined as the expected value of the si, i.e., the average number
multaneous throughput gain
of nodes from which packets are successfully received in a time
slot [5]–[10], [13]–[17].
For clarity, it is assumed that all nodes are randomly located
in the network area with an independent uniform angular distribution around the destination receiver and each node acts as a
source node to transmit a packet with an identical probability
, though the case of the nonidentical probability and dependent queuing is possible and discussed in [8], [19], [20]. The
probability that, at the th time slot, out of nodes actively
transmit source packets is then given by
(17)
where

denotes the combination operation representing

the number of different ways of selecting out of nodes.
be the conditional probability that exact slots
Let
are required to resolve packet collisions in the presence of
active nodes at the th time slot. Clearly, for a given , the value
of can be any positive integer. Thus, the expected value of
in this case is
(18)
Consequently, the conditional throughput in the presence of
active nodes can be written as
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Eventually, the uplink throughput is given by
(20)

is nonzero. Practically, the channel matrix
, where
sidered full-column rank if
threshold. Thus, (24) can be written as

can be conis a preset

(25)
In the following, we analyze the uplink throughput in two manners: upper bound and accurate evaluation. The most important
part of the analysis is the derivation of the conditional proba.
bility
B. Upper Bound
First, we analyze the upper bound of the uplink throughput,
which is derived based on the maximum possible number of
independent equations the received data can offer. Toward this
end, the channel fading and noise effects are ignored. In the
active users, the expected minimum number of
presence of
time slots required by collision resolution can be expressed as

which is relevant to the problem of probability distribution of the
smallest singular value of a matrix [21]–[27]. In the following,
we discuss the problem according to the characteristics of the
channel matrix.
is generally a complex
The stacked channel matrix
Gaussian matrix whose elements are not necessarily i.i.d. We
, where
first consider the special case that
is a scalar. Following the derivation in [22], the probability
distribution of the smallest singular value of is obtained as
(26)

(21)
where
where
denotes the ceiling function whose value is the
smallest integer not less than . Therefore, the upper bound of
the throughput in the presence of active nodes is

..
.

(22)
Subsequently, the upper bound of the uplink throughput is
achieved as

denotes the determinant of a matrix, and
. Additionally, matrix
is given by

..
.

(27)

where
(28)
In the above expression,
(29)

(23)
This upper bound shows that it increases with both the number
of array elements and the transmission probability of each
node.
C. Accurate Evaluation
Next, we analyze the accurate evaluation of the throughput.
From the protocol described in Section III, the event that the
minimum number of time slots required for collision resolution
in the presence of active nodes exactly equals is found to
be equivalent to the event that the stacked channel matrix ,
given in (10), is full-column rank. Therefore, their occurrence
probabilities are also equal, i.e.,

is the Gamma function, and
(30)
is the incomplete Gamma function. Consequently, the probability distribution of the smallest singular value becomes
tractable for a channel matrix with complex i.i.d. entries.
In general, the channel matrix is expressed as
, where the covariance matrix
is
not an identity matrix. In this case, we consider
,
degrees
which is the complex central Wishart matrix with
of freedom [22]–[27]. From the distribution of the smallest
of , the distribution of the smallest singular
eigenvalue
value of can be derived as [25]

(24)
It is well known that the rank of a matrix equals the number of
is full-column
nonzero singular values. Thus, for
rank if and only if all its singular values are nonzero. Equivalently, is full-column rank when its smallest singular value
Authorized licensed use limited to: VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY. Downloaded on December 10, 2009 at 00:59 from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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where
denotes the exponential of the trace,
represents the summation over the partitions1
of
with
, and
is the complex zonal poly, defined as
nomial of the complex matrix
[25], [26]
(32)
with
(33)
(34)
and
have the same size of
,
In the above equations,
and their
th entries are respectively expressed as
and
, with
denoting the
eigenvalues of . Particularly,
for
[26],
[23], where both and are scalar
and
variables.
or
, (32) and (34) become
When either
invalid. Instead, (26) is just applicable in this case, or the following expression derived from the results given in [25], [26]
can be used

where the SNR is defined as the ratio of transmit power at the
source nodes to the receiver noise power.
VI. SIMULATIONS
In this section, simulations are carried out to demonstrate the
performance of the cooperative medium access protocol and the
relay selection methods. The effectiveness of the analytical performance analysis is also illustrated [29].

(36)

A. Assumptions

and is the number of nonzero parts in the partition of .
The above derivations provide the probability distribution
of the smallest singular value of the channel matrix , i.e.,
the probability of being full-column rank, provided that the
channel matrix is a complex Gaussian matrix with zero-mean
entries. As a result, the closed-form expression of the accurate
uplink throughput can be eventually written as

(37)
is given in (31) for a general case of
or
is satisfied. In this case,
can be obtained from (26) or (35).

D. Discussions
The generic throughput result described above provides
the principle of throughput evaluation. The result of optimal
throughput is presented in the form of upper bound, since it is
obtained by considering the contributions of array gain/diversity
but ignoring the impacts of channel fading and noise. Therefore,
the upper bound of the throughput can be approached only in

K = (k ; . . . ; k ) of the integer k, two conditions are
 1 1 1  k  0, and (2) k = k + 1 1 1 + k .

1For the partition
satisfied: (1) k

(38)

(35)
where

where
except when

the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime. For the result of
accurate evaluation, it is derived by taking consideration of
channel characteristics other than the traffic load, where the
stacked channels are approximated as complex Gaussian. It is
also worth noting that the evaluated throughput can be impacted
by the value of the preset threshold of the smallest singular
. As is well known, at a high SNR, the channel
value
can be accurately estimated and thus the estimation
matrix
does not noticeably suffer
of the smallest singular value
detriment from noise. As a result, both accurate estimation of
being full-column rank and the robust
the probability of
evaluation of throughput performance are feasible. On the
could be inaccurate due to noise
other hand, the estimated
perturbation in the low SNR regime, and thus the accuracy of
the throughput evaluation is compromised. Consequently, the
needs to be adjusted with the noise level so as to
threshold
provide a robust throughput evaluation. As a rule of thumb, the
can be roughly preset as
threshold

For fair comparison, we establish a simulation environment
similar to that used in [5], [7] and [9]. Two configurations of the
network size are considered. One has a relatively small size with
nodes, and the other has a moderate size with
nodes. The nodes’ ID sequences are selected from a Hadamard
matrix of order . A Bernoulli model is used to generate active
nodes at a certain traffic load , defined as the average number of
active nodes at a non-CTE time slot. Each node independently
at each non-CTE
transmits its packet with probability
slot. The data packet length is fixed as
bits (equal to
the length of an ATM cell) and the BPSK modulation is used.
The bit rate is 6 Mb/s. Both ML and ZF decoding approaches are
applied at the destination receiver. A packet retrieved with bit
or higher is considered corrupted
error rate (BER) of
and thus it is not counted in the evaluation of throughput. The
input SNR of 10 or 15 dB at each receive antenna is considered.
1000 repeated independent non-CTE slots are emulated at each
traffic load to compute the uplink throughput.
Due to the orthogonality of packet ID sequences, the accuracy of detection of active users is satisfactory in most situations,
even in the relatively low SNR regime. In our simulations, perfect detection of active users during the non-CTE slot is assumed
so as to focus on the performance evaluation of the collision resolution. It is considered that the destination receiver is equipped
elewith a uniform linear array (ULA) consisting of
ments with a half-wavelength interelement spacing. The AoAs
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Fig. 3. Throughput ratio between proposed scheme and the upper bound of
;M
.
ALLIANCES with relay selection in turn J

( = 16

Fig. 2. Throughput comparison among proposed scheme and the upper bound
of ALLIANCES with relay selection in turn (J
;
: for
10 dB, 
: for
15 dB).

= 0 01

SNR =

= 16

=01

SNR =

of the nodes at the destination receiver are randomly distributed
with a uniform angular distribution. The channel from each node
to the destination receiver is faded with an i.i.d. Rayleigh distribution and is simulated using the Jakes’ model [7], [28]. The
carrier frequency is 5.2 GHz, and the maximum doppler fre52 Hz, corresponding to a vehicle speed of
quency shift is
3 m/s. Note that the channels among nodes are assumed to
be quasi-static complex Gaussian variables, since most nodes of
interest in the network are usually located in a similar environment and closely spaced, and thus are slowly time-varying.
B. Comparison of Throughput Performance
In [9], only those beams that individually contain a single
packet in each time slot are used to retrieve the packets. Due
to the use of AoA estimation, the maximum number of available beams is confined to at most
in all the time slots.
In our proposed scheme described in Section III, we can exploit all the
beams formed in both the non-CTE and CTE
slots to retrieve data packets. As a result, up to
relay nodes
are used at each CTE slot. Clearly, the throughput performance
of the proposed scheme is improved when a proper decoding
approach, such as the ML decoding described in Section III,
is used. The comparison between the throughput performance
of the proposed scheme and the upper bound of ALLIANCES2
with relay selection in turn is illustrated in Fig. 2, where both
ML and ZF decoding approaches are used
. Two input
SNR values of 10 and 15 dB are respectively considered, and the
corresponding threshold values
0.1 and 0.01 are assumed.
The upper bound curves of our proposed scheme are calculated
based on (23). It is observed in Fig. 2 that the throughput of the
2The throughput upper bound of ALLIANCES is approximately obtained
under the following assumptions. The detection of active users is assumed to
be perfect. The number of beams free of collision is confined to M
and all
the received packets are used for collision resolution at the final CTE slot.

01

= 4)

relay nodes provides signifiproposed scheme supporting
cant improvement when the ML decoding approach is applied.
When the ZF decoding approach is used, on the other hand, the
throughput is improved only when the traffic load is under saturate. As described in Section V, the throughput approaches the
upper bound when the input SNR is sufficiently high. It is interesting to note that the performance of throughput upper bound
of ALLIANCES is nearly equivalent to that of the proposed
-element array. Consequently, in the high
scheme with a
SNR regime, the throughput ratio
of the proposed scheme
to the upper bound of ALLIANCES can be written as
(39)
where
is given in (23). The numeric results are plotted
in Fig. 3. Clearly, the throughput improvement of the proposed
scheme becomes more significant as the traffic load is higher.
For example, the throughput increment is about 25% at moderate load and such an increment is up to 50% when the traffic
load is 16. In contrast, such throughput enhancement over the
available throughput of ALLIANCES [9] is even higher.
C. Impact of
and Decoding Methods
As discussed in Section V, the evaluated throughput is
impacted by the value of the preset threshold of the smallest
singular value
. Here, we examine such an impact. The
conditional upper bound under
active nodes is given in
(22). The conditional throughput versus the number of active
nodes under different threshold values is illustrated in Fig. 4,
where
and
10 dB are assumed. It is observed
that, for a given value of input SNR, a lower value of
leads to a higher rank-based throughput since, under a looser
decision condition, fewer CTE slots are required to make the
channel matrix full-column rank. Accordingly, an efficient
decoding method is required to asymptotically achieve such a
higher throughput. Instead, the throughput is compromised if a
relatively poor decoding method, such as ZF, is used. This has
been shown in Fig. 2, where the use of ZF decoding approach
leads to throughput penalty, especially when the traffic load
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Fig. 4. Conditional throughput versus the number of active nodes under dif;
ferent threshold values  with relay selection in turn (J
10 dB).

= 16 SNR =

Fig. 5. Throughput comparison under both different threshold values  and
decoding methods with relay selection in turn (J
;
10 dB).

= 16 SNR =

Fig. 6. Throughput comparison of the proposed scheme with various relay se: ).
lections (J
;
15 dB, 

= 16 SNR =

= 0 01

Fig. 7. Throughput comparison of the proposed scheme with various relay se: ).
;
10 dB, 
lections (J

= 16 SNR =

=01

D. Effectiveness of Relay Selection Methods
is oversaturate. This phenomenon is further demonstrated in
Fig. 5, where
and
10 dB are assumed. When
the ML decoding scheme is applied, the achieved throughput
at
is nearly identical to that obtained at
.
However, when the ZF decoding is used, a low threshold
yields poor throughput performance. This is because that the ZF receiver, as expressed in (13), may cause
noise enhancement and thus result in more decoding errors and
lower throughput. By contrast, the ML receiver, as expressed in
(12), does not have such a problem and thus achieves a higher
throughput. Furthermore, comparing the throughput results
obtained from ML decoding as shown in Fig. 2 for
15 dB and
(the solid line with cycle mark) and in
10 dB and
(solid line with dot
Fig. 5 for
mark), it is observed that at a high SNR, a low value of
is
preferable. This coincides with the discussion in Section V.

The throughput performance of the proposed scheme with
various relay selection methods is compared and the results are
15 dB and
illustrated in Fig. 6 for the case of
and in Fig. 7 for the case of
10 dB and
.
nodes
A relatively small-scale network consisting of
is assumed. In each simulation, the ZF decoding approach is
first used due to its low computation load and the ML approach
is then applied. When the spatial correlation is considered, the
. The results show that,
correlation threshold is set to
when the relay nodes are selected based only on the channel
gain, the throughput improvement over the case where relay
nodes are chosen in turn [9] is not significant. However, significant throughput gain is achieved when the relay nodes are
selected based on both channel gain and the spatial correlation.
More importantly, both figures show that at a relatively high
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selection methods based on channel gain and spatial correlation
for the optimal use of the spatial dimensionality. In addition, we
analyzed the throughput performance of the proposed scheme
and provided an analytical upper bound that approximates the
actual throughput performance in the high SNR regime. Accurate evaluation of the throughput performance was achieved
using the probability distribution of the smallest singular value
of the channel matrix. Extensive simulation results validated
the attractive performance of the proposed cooperative wireless
medium access scheme. As the result, the proposed techniques
significantly improve the uplink throughput, particularly for a
network of relatively large size.
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